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Working with Children in Refuge 
Survey of WA Child Support Workers and Child Advocates 

 
Executive Summary 
 
In Western Australia there are 39 Women’s Refuges. Thirty five provide supported accommodation for 
women and their accompanying children1, four provide Refuge for single women only. The Keeping 
Kids Safe (KKS) Project aimed to provide information, training and resources to Refuge staff working 
with women and children to improve outcomes for children who have grown up with domestic and 
family violence. 
 
To inform the development of the KKS project Child Support Workers and Child Advocates were 
surveyed in order to obtain insight to the nature of child focused work within the Refuges (job role, 
qualifications, number of hours worked etc.), resources at hand and issues and challenges. 
 
An overview of the survey outcomes are provided below: 
 
Child Support and Child Advocates within Refuges 

 Of the 35 Refuges that provide support for children 23 had a Child Support Worker or Child 
Advocate on staff at the time of the consultation and one was using a Refuge Support worker 
to fill the Child Support role on an as needed basis. This worker did not participate in the 
consultation process as was not available at the time of the survey  

 Fourteen of the 23 employed this person in a part-time capacity 

 Five Refuges had one full-time worker and an additional four Refuges had more than one full-
time children’s worker 

 
Experience (/23) 

 Eleven Child Support Workers and Child Advocates had been in the job for less than one year 

 Five had been in the job between one and two years 

 Seven workers had been in the job for more than two years 
 
Previous Work Experience (/23) 

 The professional background of most workers was child care (n=7). Six had a tertiary 
qualification (4 x Tafe, 2 x Uni). 

 
Child Support and Child Advocacy Role 

 The Child Support Worker and Child Advocacy Role mainly involves: 
○ Child minding 
○ Providing advice to mums about parenting 
○ Protective behaviours and safety planning and 
○ Addressing pragmatic needs 

 Eight Child Support and Child Advocates conduct case management of children 

 Six Child Support and Child Advocates undertake therapeutic intervention 
 
Issues 

 The five key issues/challenges raised during consultation included: 
o Lack of clarity/definition around the Child Support Worker and Child Advocate role 

                                                 
1
 Child defined broadly as a young person 0-18 years of age. Refuges vary in terms of the age of the 

children they will take e.g., some only take boys to 12 years. 
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o Lack of adequate space and resources in Refuges to work with children 
o Working with the Department for Child Protection (see the next section for the 

challenges highlighted) 
o Attraction and retention of staff 
o Knowing what is ‘best practice’ when women and children only stay in the Refuge for a 

few nights 
 
Training Needs 
The most commonly requested training topics by Child Support and Advocacy staff were: 

 Impacts of domestic and family violence on children; 

 Impacts of sexual abuse on children; 

 Protective Behaviours; 

 Managing/dealing with difficult behaviour; and 

 Working with mums, talking about domestic and family violence. 
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Background 

 
In Western Australia there are 39 Women’s Refuges, 35 of these accommodate women and children.  
 
In 2006/07 16,200 women and children sought Refuge accommodation to escape domestic and family 
violence. 51% of these women had children in their care. Over 50% of these children were under the 
age of 4.  
 
In recognition of the number of children accessing supported accommodation with their mother, the 
Keeping Kids Safe Project aimed to provide information, training and resources to Refuge staff to 
enable them to better support children. 
 
To inform the development of the Keeping Kids Safe Project child support and child advocacy staff 
within Refuges participated in semi-structured interviews about the support provided to children and 
young people escaping domestic and family violence. Where a CSW could not be contacted, the 
Refuge Coordinator provided information. One worker from each Refuge was contacted. In cases 
where Refuges had multiple child support staff, the most senior worker participated in the interview. 
The purpose of the consultation process was to obtain insight into the role, working conditions and 
experiences of Children’s workers and receive feedback regarding training needs, gaps in information 
and resources and challenges faced by staff working with children. 
 
 
All 35 Refuges accommodating women and children participated in the consultation process. 
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Child Support Workers and Child Advocate in Refuges 
 
Of the 35 Refuges contacted, 19 had a child support worker and four a children’s advocate. Three 
Refuges said that they had funding for a Child Support Worker or Child Advocate position but that it 
was not filled at that time. Two Refuges (Onslow and Tom Price) due to their size were only staffed by 
a coordinator and seven Refuges reported not having a worker designated to the Child Support or 
Child Advocacy role.  
 
Of the 23 Refuges who have a Child Support Worker or Children’s Advocate: 

 Fourteen employ one person in a part-time capacity  

 Five have one full time staff member 

 One had two full-time Child Support Workers  

 One service (which runs two Refuges) has two full time Child Advocates and an admin person 
dedicated to the children’s program, and 

 One Refuge has a full time Children’s Coordinator and 3 part-time child support staff.  
 
Five of the Refuges currently employing a children’s worker had sought funding to do so from sources 
outside of their SAAP contract. For these Refuges the funding is for a fixed period of time only. 
 
Table 1. Comparison of metro and remote refuges in regards to their child support set-up. 
 

 No of 
Refuges 

Children’s 
Worker 

Funding 
but 
position 
not filled 

No 
funding 
allocated 
to CSW 

Part-
time 

Full-
time 

Recurrent 
funding 

Metro* 
 

18 15 0 3**  9 7 15 

Remote 
 

17 8 3 6 5 3 6 

*Includes Rockingham, Mandurah, Narrogin, Northam, South West 
** At Lucy Saw funding is not specifically allocated to the Child Support position, as needed a Refuge 
support worker fills the role 
 
 
Background and Experience of Staff 
Child Support Workers and Child Advocates were asked about their previous employment, if they had 
completed any tertiary training and how long they have worked at the Refuge. 
 
Previous employment and qualifications 
Of the 17 Child Support Workers or Child Advocates who responded to this question: seven had 
formerly worked in child care, four held a Tafe certificate or diploma in a relevant field (community 
services, welfare, youth work) and two held a university degree in a relevant area.  
 
Length of time in the job 
The range in experience (time at the Refuge) between the staff surveyed was one month and 16 
years. Ten of the respondents had been in the job for one year or less, five had been in the job for 
between one and two years, and eight had been in the job for over two years. 
 
A breakdown comparing remote and metro staff is provided below in Table 2. As can be seen from 
this table, the statistics are fairly similar between metro and remote areas with the majority of Refuges 
having either very new child support staff or child support staff who have been in the job for a long 
time (over two years). 
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Table 2. Comparison of metro and remote Refuges in regards to CSW and CA work experience  
 

 No of 
Refuges 

Children’s 
Worker 

Less than 
one year  

One – two 
years 

More than 
two years 

Unknown 

Metro* 
 

18 16 5 (31.3%)  4 (25%) 5 (31.3%)  2 

Remote 
 

17 8 4 (50%)  1 (12.5%) 3 (37.5%)  

*Includes Rockingham, Mandurah, Narrogin, Northam, South West 
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Child Support Worker Role 
 
Respondents were asked to describe their role at the Refuge. Responses to this question revealed 
great variation between workers in terms of how Child Support work is conceptualised and also a wide 
range in terms of the activities and responsibilities of Children’s Workers. Some of the overarching or 
more common descriptions of the Child Support or Advocacy role included: 
 
Providing Parenting Advice: Seventeen respondents described working with mum around parenting, 
particularly creating routines, setting boundaries, discussing the needs of the child and managing 
difficult behaviour as being part of their role.  
 
Child Minding: Seventeen respondents described child minding as a significant part of their role at the 
Refuge. ‘Child minding’ included running a crèche, looking after the kids while mum is at 
appointments, organising activities for the kids while at the Refuge and picking up from and dropping 
off at school.   
 
Protective Behaviour and Safety Planning: Thirteen respondents named safety planning or conducting 
protective behaviours activities as part of their role. The methods for undertaking this work were quite 
varied with a mix of resources and activities used. Not all workers using protective behaviours 
materials had participated in protective behaviours training.  
 
Liaising with Department for Child Protection: Eleven workers described liaising with the Department 
for Child Protection about a child’s welfare as part of their role as CSW or CA. 
 
Case Management: Seven workers operated from a case management model. This involves 
assessing the needs of the children, undertaking individual case planning, monitoring progress, and 
organising referral when the child’s needs could not be met within the Refuge. 
 
Therapeutic Intervention: Eight workers described therapeutic intervention as being part of their role 
including running group programs for children and young people and using art therapy or play therapy 
techniques. 
 
In addition to the responsibilities listed above, all respondents referred to addressing pragmatic needs 
of the children as an important part of their role such as, providing a safe place to sleep, toys or other 
items to make them feel at home, getting the children enrolled at school and organising school 
uniforms, and addressing health needs as they arise.  
 
Table 3. Comparison of child support worker roles in metro and remote Refuges 
 

 Refuges 
with a CSW 
or CA 

Parenting 
Advice 

Child 
Minding 

PB and 
Safety 
Planning 

Liaising 
with 
DCP 

Case Mgt Therapeutic 
Intervention 

Metro* 
 

15 10 11 9 6 6 6 

Remote 
 

8 7 6 4 5 1 2 

* *Includes Rockingham, Mandurah, Narrogin, Northam, South West 
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Role Comparison between Child Support Workers and Child 
Advocates 
 
Five Refuges employ a Child Advocate (NB: this position was not filled at one of the five Refuges at 
the time of the consultation) and 22 employ Child Support Workers (two of these Refuges did not have 
the position filled at the time of the consultation). 
 
Of the five advocacy positions, three were based in the metro area and two in remote areas of 
Western Australia. Three of the advocacy positions were part-time and two were full time. A 
comparison of the advocacy and child support role is provided in Table 4 below.  
 
Table 4. Comparison of child advocate and child support roles in metro and remote communities 
 

 Parenting 
Advice 

Child 
Minding 

PB and 
Safety 
Planning 

Liaising 
with DCP 

Case Mgt Therapeutic 
Intervention 

Advocate 
Metro* 
(n = 3) 

3 
(100%) 

0 3 
(100%) 

3 
(100%) 

3 
(100%) 

3 
(100%) 

CSW 
Metro* 
(n = 12)*** 

7 
(58.3%) 

11 
(91.6%) 

6 
(50%) 

3 
(25%) 

3 
(25%) 

3 
(25%) 

Advocate 
Remote  
(n = 1)** 

 
1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
0 

 
1 

 
1 

CSW 
Remote 
(n = 7) 

6 
(85.7%) 

 

6 
(85.7%) 

3 
(42.8%) 

5 
(71.4%) 

 

0 
(0%) 

 

2 
(28.6 %) 

* Metro includes Rockingham, Mandurah, Narrogin, Northam, South West 
** One other remote Refuge also employs a child advocate however this position was not filled at the 
time of the survey 
*** One child support worker did not participate in this part of the consultation 
 
As can be seen from this table Child Advocates tend to take a more therapeutic focus to the work 
compared to Child Support Staff. This is most noticeable when considering protective behaviours and 
safety planning, case management and therapeutic intervention e.g., play therapy or group work. 
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Facilities and Resources 
 
During the consultation respondents were asked about the facilities available to them at the Refuge 
(e.g., a playroom) and what therapeutic resources they used to help support children e.g., protective 
behaviours or safety related story books, feelings cards, safety plans etc. 
 
Facilities 

 Fifteen Refuges reported having a play room or other type of facility that was dedicated to child 
residents 

 Three Refuges at the time of the survey reported that they had a playroom but that it was not 
currently in use 

 Five Refuges reported not having a playroom, and 

 12 Refuges were not asked and/or did not respond to this question2. 
 
Resources 
In regards to resources: 

 15 respondents/Refuges said that they used at least one resource with children, usually 
protective behaviours, to facilitate discussion about domestic and family violence and safety 
and 

 12 Refuges reported using no specific resources or activities with the children 
 
Seven Refuges were not asked this question. This was mainly in situations when the Child Support 
Worker position was not filled or did not exist. 
 
 

                                                 
2
 This question was added to the survey mid way through the consultation process, hence the number that did not respond to 

this question. 
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Issues and Challenges 
 
Child Support Workers and Child Advocates raised five main issues during discussion about their role, 
these included: 
 

1. Role definition/clarification – Many workers described their role as not clearly defined or 
described. This lack of clarity has created the following issues for some workers: 

a. Uncertainty about their role; 
b. Difficulty obtaining an effective balance between addressing a child’s pragmatic needs 

and working specifically to support the child to deal with their exposure to domestic and 
family violence (many workers focus on immediate needs such as school, health and 
childcare therefore missing opportunities to discuss safety and the impacts of violence 
on the child); 

c. Becoming a ‘catch all’ within the organisation, responsible for odd jobs e.g., tasks and 
activities that do not fall under the purview of any specific role/worker;  and 

d. A feeling of isolation in the organisation and creation of a hierarchy in which child 
support is seen to be ‘lower than’ or less important than work undertaken with women. 

 
2. Lack of adequate space and resources in which to work with children. Many Child Support 

Workers do not have a designated space or area in which to work with children and/or lack 
resources to facilitate therapeutic conversations. This significantly affects workers’ ability to 
provide support for children as they lack a safe and quiet space to do the work effectively.    

 
3. Working with the Department for Child Protection (see the next section for the challenges 

highlighted). 
 

4. Attraction and retention of staff. At the time of this survey three Refuges did not have the 
children’s worker position filled and 11 Refuges had staff whom had been in the job for less 
than one year. The high turnover of child workers is indicative of a broader issue in the sector 
in retaining staff caused mainly by low wages and limited opportunities for advancement. This 
is particularly so for Child Support Workers and Child Advocates who in many organisations 
are paid less than Refuge Support workers. This means that experienced child support 
workers may seek ‘promotion’ to Refuge support roles in order to increase their salary or 
‘advance’ within the organisation. This imbalance in pay and status creates a hierarchy within 
Refuges that places the child workers role lower or less important than Refuge support, 
therefore also relegating children’s needs and experiences of violence as less significant or 
less important than women’s.  Further to this, the funding that is made available for Child 
Support Workers means that tertiary trained or experienced staff (e.g., people who have 
previously worked in the domestic and family violence sector) are difficult to attract, in turn, 
affecting the role that the child support worker or child advocate can undertake and the degree 
of therapeutic support that can be safely provided.  

 
5. Women and children may only stay in the Refuge for one night. This was raised as an issue 

mainly in remote areas, leading to uncertainty around what you can do to safely support a child 
in such a short space of time.  
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Working with the Department for Child Protection 
 
Child Support Workers and Child Advocates were asked about their involvement with the Department 
for Child Protection. Twenty workers were able to answer the question, four reported having no 
involvement with the Department for Child Protection and eleven workers did not answer the question. 
 
The common themes in Refuge staff respondents were: 
 
Good Relationship: For the most part Refuge workers reported that they had a great working 
relationship with their local Child Protection office that resulted in good outcomes for women and 
children escaping domestic and family violence.  
 
Communication: Many Refuge workers described difficulties/frustrations in regards to communicating 
with Department for Child Protection staff, namely, difficulty tracking down case workers (e.g., leaving 
multiple messages with no reply) and the feeling that there was a one way stream of information (e.g., 
that they were often asked to provide information about their clients but often were unable to obtain 
information about the progress of welfare concern reports that they had filed/lodged). This issue 
seems to be further compounded by changeover in workers both at Refuges and Department for Child 
Protection, particularly in country WA. 
 
Further to this, was the perception from some staff that there are Department for Child Protection 
workers who do not understand the role of Women’s Refuges: expecting Refuges to accommodate 
homeless women, or bringing women and children to the Refuge and then, perhaps viewing the risk to 
be minimised, withdrawing their support. These actions, particularly the latter, are perceived as a lack 
of understanding of the role of Women’s Refuges and the nature of domestic and family violence.  
 
Inconsistent Responses: a perception that at times the responses to clients were inconsistent and/or 
biased by individual workers opinions or attitudes towards particular clients. This was raised a number 
of times in terms of differences in the services and support offered to different clients.  
 
Apprehension of Children: This was raised as an issue, particularly in remote areas, for two main 
reasons. First, a feeling that by threatening women with the removal of their children if they do not 
leave the perpetrator does not: address the risk to children or hold the perpetrator accountable for 
their behaviour, and blames the victim for incidents and events out of her control. The second issue 
raised was related to the imposition of unrealistic and at times impossible activities/goals that mothers 
must comply with in order to have their children returned to them. For example, asking a woman to 
attend drug and alcohol counselling when there is no drug and alcohol counsellor in the community. 
 
Working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Clients: The final common issue or concern that 
was raised, particularly from respondents in country areas, was the relationship between Department 
for Child Protection and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community. Respondents reported 
that some Indigenous clients fear the Department for Child Protection and are reluctant to engage with 
child protection workers and other services that they view to be linked with the Department e.g., police 
or Refuge. This creates issues for Refuges when it becomes a barrier to women feeling 
safe/comfortable engaging with the service.  
  
Further to this, some Refuge staff commented that there seemed to be a lack of cultural awareness of 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people from some Department staff, with Indigenous women and 
their parenting practices compared again the workers own values and belief systems.  
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Training Needs and Interests 
 
The final question asked of Child Support and Advocacy staff was about the training they felt would 
help them better support children in the Refuges. The topics nominated by staff were fairly similar and 
are outline below region by region. A breakdown of this fashion was conducted to help with the 
planning and development of the Keeping Kids Safe training calendar. 
 
Perth 

 Protective Behaviours 

 Strategies for working with children 

 Strategies for working with mum 

 Understanding how domestic and family violence affects children 

 Play therapy 

 Grief and trauma 

 Sand Tray Therapy 

 Mandatory reporting 
 
Kimberley 

 Protective Behaviours 

 Working with traumatised children 

 Suicide prevention 

 Drugs and alcohol 

 Mandatory reporting 

 Understanding how domestic and family violence affects children 

 Trauma and sexual abuse 

 Case management 
 
Pilbara 

 Understanding how domestic and family violence affects children 

 Mandatory reporting and indicators of sexual abuse 

 Dealing with difficult behaviour 

 Fetal Alcohol Syndrome 

 Protective Behaviours 

 Cultural awareness training – Working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients 
 
Mid-West 

 Mandatory reporting 

 Working with mums to help them with their budgeting/financial planning 

 Basic counselling skills 
 
South West 

 Understanding how domestic and family violence affects children 

 Case management 
 
Goldfields  

 Understanding how domestic and family violence affects children 

 Protective Behaviours 
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Appendix 

 
Refuges with Child Support or Advocacy Position Filled 
Nardine Wimmin’s Refuge 
Wooree Miya 
Mary Smith 
Starick House 
Byanda Women’s Refuge 
Pat Giles Centre 
Ruah Women’s Refuge 
Stirling Women’s Refuge 
Koolkuna Women’s Refuge 
Orana House 
Waminda House 
Djookanka Women’s Refuge 
South West Refuge 
Warrawee Women’s Refuge 
Esperence Women’s Refuge 
Karratha Women’s Refuge  
Hedland Women’s Refuge 
Marnja Jarndu (Broome) 
Jardamu Safe House (Wyndham) 
Marnin Bowa Dumbara (Derby) 
Gawooleng Yawoodeng (Kununurra) 
Chrysalis House (Geraldton) 
Pat Thomas House (Mandurah) 
 
Child Support or Advocacy Position Not Filled at the Time of the Survey 
Goldfields Women’s Refuge (Kalgoorlie) 
Mana Tharndu Maya (Roebourne)  
Gascoyne Women’s Refuge (Carnarvon) 
 
No Child Support or Advocacy Position 
Damara House 
Lucy Saw 
Kira House 
Albany Women’s Refuge 
Onslow Women’s Refuge 
Newman Women’s Shelter 
Karijini Family Violence Prevention Service (Tom Price) 
Marninwarntikura (Fitzroy Crossing) 
Ngaringga Ngurra (Halls Creek) 
 
Single Women’s Refuges 
Zonta House 
Anawim Women’s Refuge 
Nunyara Women’s Refuge 
Wyn Carr House
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